Opinion poll shows 64% of voters support budget cut to aid
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Results released last week from an Essential Media opinion poll have shown that 64% of voters support the government's cuts to aid in the Federal Budget.

Of the 20 budget measures in the poll, the cuts to foreign aid were the most popular, with 64% of respondents supporting the decision and only 13% opposing (the other 23% of respondents being either clueless or impartial).

The poll also asked a question on the decision to scrap the 0.5% of GNI target, which was a less popular move, with only 44% of respondents supporting the decision and 20% opposing.

It is important to note the wording here on the first question—the "$7.6 billion saving" line involves a significant dose of spin, as those familiar with the aid budget would know. One has to wonder how responses might change if the question were worded differently. But it does test the tactic that the Coalition has used to sell the aid cut, and that tactic has clearly worked. It’s also interesting that the 0.5% of GNI target seems to attract more public sympathy (and more ambivalence). Perhaps this is further evidence that most members of the public don’t actually know how much (or how little) aid we give as a percentage of GNI, a problem that has previously been illustrated by this video from World Vision.

The poll also broke down the responses to these questions by party. This does offer up one surprise: according to this poll at least, a very similar percentage of Greens and Labor voters supported the decision to cut aid (51% and 52% respectively). These results differ from the responses to the more open-ended question on foreign aid in the ABC Vote Compass poll conducted last year before the election, which showed higher support for foreign aid among voters intending to support the Greens compared to those intending to support Labor.

The Essential Media survey was conducted online from May 14-19 and is based on 1030 respondents.